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This report was written & designed by Damon Rich with
help from Perris Straughter, Rodney Gilbert, Ann Lee,
& Hank Minskoff.
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Newark Murals 2009–2013
Completed 21 large paintings in 14
neighborhoods
Commissioned 14 artists
Summer jobs & training for over 120 young
people

Putting community agendas in the center of public art: The Cut
In response to the 2010 Call for Walls, the Ironbound
Community Corporation (ICC) and the Hyatt Court
Tenant Association nominated a wall along a route they
called "The Cut."
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HYATT COURT

Engaged over 200 volunteers

A Newark Approach to Public Art
Newark Murals is a flagship public space project of the
Newark Planning Office and its partners to produce
public art that advances the neighborhood improvement
agendas of community-based organizations and
residents. Newark Murals applies this method to the
creation of large-scale public paintings that address
significant Newark people, places, and events that
are under-recognized, overlooked, and deserving of
celebration.
Actively facilitated by NPO staff, each mural
results from a highly collaborative design process
including residents, researchers, and artists that
builds community engagement while enhancing the
urban landscape. Since our 2009 launch, we have
designed, funded, and installed over 20 murals in 14
neighborhoods, partnered with 40 community-based
organizations, and employed 20 artists and nearly 100
young people.
As one of the nation's only public art programs
launched from within a planning office, our approach to
public art is grounded in three questions:
+ How can public art and design enhance Newark's
shared spaces, the places where we walk, shop, travel,
and meet our neighbors?
+ How can public art and design bring people,
organizations, and businesses together to build
stronger communities?
+ How can public art and design provide civics
education and job-training for young people?

Partnered with over 40 community-based
organizations
Sponsored by over 50 businesses & nonprofits
NJ State Council on the Arts 2012 Innovator Award
Covered in Star-Ledger, Patch, and National
Geographic En Español

numerous concrete benefits to the city and many
specific groups within it: artists, young people,
community-based organizations, and visitors.
PUBLIC ART AS CIVIC COLLABORATION

Newark Murals uses art and design to bring people,
organizations, and businesses together to build stronger
communities.

ICC & Hyatt convincingly argued that transforming
their nominated wall into public art would further
humanize "the Cut" for pedestrians and enhance safety
by signalling to drivers that they are motoring through
someone's neighborhood.
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SIMMS METAL
PUBLIC POOL

"The Cut" connects the residents of Hyatt Court, a
Newark Housing Authority development, with the
Sharpe James Recreation Center and its public pool.
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SKETCH FOR “THE CUT”

After selecting the wall, Newark Murals staff worked
with the applicants to frame the project concept,
and artist Kevin Sampson began to synthesize these
conversations into visual form.
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ROUTE 1: UNDERPASS WITH
18-WHEEL SCRAP METAL
DELIVERY TRUCKS

PAINTING

ROUTE 2: ALONG ACTIVE CARGO RAIL LINE

PUBLIC ART AS YOUTH & PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

The majority of Newark Murals work includes youth
engagement and learning in line with Common Core
State standards. Since 2009, we have engaged over
120 young people between the ages of 12 and 24 in
collaborative public art projects and provided nearly 100
paid summer jobs. Our work has also engaged special
needs populations in art-making including youth with
disabilities and people in substance abuse recovery.
This year, we are working with Sussex Avenue School
to build an innovative investigatory curriculum on
Newark’s water linked to an on-site mural project. The
Newark Murals design and community engagement
process provides uniquely powerful problem solving and
implementation learning opportunities for youth.

REP FROM SIMMS METAL

ICC & Hyatt explained that to address these dangerous
conditions, residents had organized and worked for
change, eventually convincing the Department of
Transportion to install a sidewalk.

These sketches were shared in a public discussion with
ICC, Hyatt residents, and Simms Metal staff, who all
offered ideas and feedback for the final design, then
implemented by the artist and a team of young people.
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3
NOMINATED WALL

PUBLIC ART AS URBAN DESIGN

These goals structure the partnerships and processes
at the heart of Newark Murals. We aim to generate
3

Newark Murals aims to enhance Newark’s public
spaces where we walk, shop, travel, and meet our
neighbors.

SIDEWALK!
COMPLETED MURAL
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is work of art
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Projects 2009–10
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photos by Jerry McCrea/the star-Ledger

Christopher Velazquez, left, of Newark, and Elijahday Warner of East Orange work on a mosaic as Kate Dowd of GlassRoots, braves a scaffold to
help highlight a mirror installation during creation of a mural with a focus on gardening at the Greater Newark Conservancy in Newark.

Murals showcase talents celebrating Newark’s vibrant diversity

F

By Mary E. Dooe STAR-lEDgER STAff

or years, the community-building organization la Casa de Don Pedro has gone
about its work with little fanfare from a slightly shabby brick building on
Broadway in newark, just north of Route 280. now passers-by on the street
— even commuters whizzing by on the elevated highway — find themselves
passing through its doors.
Over the summer, Chilean graffiti artist Dasic fernandez and a group of local teens
designed and painted a vibrant mural called “You and me, an Extraordinary Experience” on the side of the building and visible from the highway.

“Some people have actually come around and
stopped at the agency,” said Ed Hernandez, the
director of youth, family and health services.
“They had been driving by there for years,
and it was always a plain wall. This got their
attention.”
The mural is one of six unveiled this year as

part of the City Murals program, organized by
Newark’s City Without Walls gallery with help
from the city of Newark, the Prudential Foundation and Community Partners and others.
The program, modeled after a similar initiative in Philadelphia, is designed to help revitalize Newark from the outside in, with murals

that celebrate the city’s assets. The murals are
produced by youngsters who will become — at
least, that’s the plan — part of Newark’s creative
economy.
Organizations donating a wall get a say in the
design and must agree to maintain the mural
for 10 years. Hernandez said La Casa de Don Pedro met with Fernandez, a street artist who has
spray-painted murals (by invitation) all over the
world, and talked to him about representing the
city’s diverse population in the mural.
“It has a little bit of everything,” Hernandez
said. “Families and the elderly and children and
... people with glasses, like me, so everyone’s
included. You don’t get bored looking at it. It’s
amazing to see.”
A little more than a mile way, the Greater
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U.S. marshal
8 draws on shared faith in Islam to persuade armed jail escapee to give up after 3-hour
By Shawn Boburg

At points during the three-hour
standoff, police said, an alternately
As police tried to coax an armed hostile and remorseful Trevon Johnson begged them to bust through the
jail escapee1outCommunities
of a Hackensack
Nurturing
door and kill him. He
he repeatapartment on Thursday,
& Showing
Love to steel-framed
One Another
edly reloaded the magazine on his tried to convince them he was hold186
Verona
Street
.40-caliber semiautomatic handgun ing an 8-month-old baby hostage. And
Community
Partner: La
de Don
he Casa
set some
of thePedro
apartment’s con— a clicking reminder
to the officers
Melanie
Stokes
& on
Clare
tents
fire.Herron with youth team
outside the door Artists:
that he might
shoot
Trained & Building
police Supply
negotiators,
at them again. Wall Owner: Verona Industrial
THE RECORD

The Valley
2TOday

Mostly sunny, with
23-45
a high near 44°.

“You’re gonna make Allah look
meanwhile, tried to build a rapport
with the 21-year-old Johnson, assur- bad,” the marshal told Johnson, according to Devine. “As a Muslim, you
ing him things could be worse.
can’t do this.”
Ultimately,
religious
appeal
and Me,
anmight
Extraordinary
Experience
5 aYou
Authorities provided a detailed achave persuaded
Johnson, a recent
23 Broadway
convert to Islam, to end the standoff, count yesterday of how federal marCommunity Partner: La Casa de Don Pedro
said Bergen County police Lt. Mike shals and negotiators from the Bergen
FernandezCounty
with Yasmin
de Jesus ended the
Police Department
Devine. One Artists:
of the Dasic
U.S. marshals
youththrough
team the standoff, which began when Johnson
speaking to and
Johnson
fired at least seven shots at officers
apartment door was Muslim.
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MORE

Rain likely, with
Enter your ZIP code at
Elizabeth Avenue
nj.com/weather for
a low around 34°.
Community Partner: Donald K. Tucker Complex
hour-by-hour local forecasts.
Artists: Kevin Blythe Sampson & Edwin Vazquez with youth
team
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The Butterfly Effect
508 Central Avenue
Community Partner: Urban League of Essex County
Artists: Kevin Darmanie & Candice Sering with youth team
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A Brief History of the Ironbound
413 Market Street
Community Partner: Ironbound Community Corporation
Artists: Eder Muñiz & Nicole Schulman
Wall Owner: George Ulanet Company

standing outside
apartment.
Johnson was ch
counts of attempte
a fugitive from ju
weapons violations
police Capt. Tomas
was being held at t
Jail in lieu of $2 mi

SEE

Theatre Town
Broad Street31 CLASSIFIED
15 TOWNS
16 EDITORIALS
10 441
ABBY/ADVICE
14 TV SCANNER
32 EMPLOYMENT
12 COMICS
10 Community
ALMANAC
Partner:
FOCUS Hispanic
Center for Community
9 TWO DAYS
19 OBITUARIES
10 CROSSWORD
35 AUTOS
2 WEATHER
23 SPORTS
11 DISH
22 Development
BUSINESS
Artists: Matt Gosser and youth team
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Time to Build, Time to Grow
168 Springfield Avenue
Community Partner: Greater Newark Conservancy
Artists: Glassroots (Kate Dowd and James Blake)
with youth team
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The Cut
Hawkins Court and Rome Street
Community Partner: Ironbound Community Corporation
Artists: Kevin Blythe Sampson with youth team

All projects on this page Newark Public Art Program / Newark Murals with Lead Arts
Administrators City Without Walls & Groundswell Community Mural Project
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city without walls
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Partners
City of Newark

The City of Newark Planning Office manages and
oversees the program in collaboration with a contracted
Lead Arts Administrator and support from the Newark
Urban Enterprise Zone. Since 2009, primary program
funding has come from funds set aside for public art as
part of municipal bond sales in the mid-2000s.

Lead Arts Administrator

For each round of mural production, a Lead Arts
Administrator is selected to partner with Newark
Murals through a Request for Proposals. The Lead Arts
Administrator serves as liaison between City staff and
other program partners, and oversees program logistics
including materials, permitting, scaffolding. The Newark
Planning Office and Lead Arts Administrator conduct the
Call for Walls and Call for Artists, organize artist selection,
provide artist training and support, and raise additional
project funds.
Currently, Yendor Arts serves as Lead Arts Administrator,
During 2010–3, Newark Murals worked with City Without
Walls to create twelve murals. During Summer 2009, the
Newark Murals worked with Groundswell Community
Mural Project and City Without Walls to create seven
murals.

Community Partners

Newark Murals is first and foremost committed to
completing projects that advance the neighborhood
improvement agendas of community-based organizations.
A community-based organization serves as a Community
Partner for each mural.
Community Partners are most commonly identified
through their response to the Call for Walls, in which
they articulate their reasons for wanting a mural in a
specific location, and their argument for the mural as
a community building project as well as piece of public
art. If selected, organizations conduct resident outeach,
covene community and public meetings during mural
design, and assist in volunteer outreach during production.
Community-based organizations also commit to recruiting
project participants and providing space, supplies,
workspace, storage, and scheduling youth and community
events. Finally, they agree to contribute a portion of the
project cost.
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For neighborhood organizations, murals offer
opportunities for residents to collaborate with neighbors,
raise awareness of neighborhood history, strengthen
neighborhood identity and pride, and beautify public
spaces.
Between 2009 and 2013, participating community-based
organizations have included La Casa de Don Pedro,
Urban League of Essex County, Ironbound Community
Corporation, Friends of Jesse Allen Park, Greater Newark
Conservancy, United Vailsburg Service Organization, and
the Centre Inc.

YOUNG PEOPLE AT WORK

ARTIST GLADYS BARKER GRAUER

DEDICATION OF SONG OF THE PASSAIC AT RIVERFRONT PARK

TIME TO BUILD, TIME TO GROW
SPRINGFIELD AVENUE, CENTRAL WARD

Artists

One lead and one supporting artist is responsible for
design and production of each mural. For each round of
murals, interested artists respond to a Call for Artists, and
are selected by a jury representing the Newark Public Art
Program, Newark Arts Council, Newark Public Schools,
and community-based organizations.
Working within the THIS IS NEWARK! theme, artists
collaborate with program staff and the Community Partner
to develop designs, including participating in public design
workshops. If young people are part of the project team,
they work with artists to research and develop the mural
design.

Young People

When feasible, mural projects provide summer
employment and training for Newark's young people,
funded through the Summer Youth Employment Program.
Youth participate in all aspects of mural design and
production. Over 120 young people between the ages of 12
and 23 have been employed and trained through Newark
Murals.

Wall Owners

Wall Owners must agree to the use of their property and
to preserve the mural for 10 years.

Residents and the public

Residents are always invited to at least one public design
workshop, often asked to help get the painting done, and
invited to a public dedication.
COMMUNITY DESIGN WORKSHOP HOSTED BY COMMUNITY PARTNER LA CASA DE DON PEDRO WITH ARTIST JOEL BERGNER
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Projects 2011–13
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A Tribute to Newark Jazz Clubs
David L. Warner Playground, 390 Hawthorne Avenue
Community Partner: Clinton Hill Community & Early Childhood
Center
Artists: Gladys Barker Grauer with Melanie
Stokes and youth team

2

Getcha Mind Right
Jesse Allen Park, 66 Muhammad Ali Avenue
Community Partner: Friends of Jesse Allen Park
Artists: James Wilson, Malik Hardaway-Whitaker, and youth

3

Fairmount Mural
JFK High School, 311 South 10 Street
Community Partner: Fairmount Heights Neighborhood Assoc
Artist: Kevin Darmanie

4

Tree of Life
1040 South Orange Avenue
Community Partner: United Vailsburg Service Organization
Artists: Manuel Acevedo with Spencer Frohwirth and youth
All projects on this page Newark Public Art Program / Newark
Murals with Lead Arts Administrators City Without Walls.
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Just a Little Rain
77 Academy Street
Community Partner: St. Clare’s Social Service
Artists: Ibrahim Ahmed III, Steve Green, and young people
of Academy Street Firehouse Youth Program

6

Steps
NJCRI, 393 Central Avenue
Community Partner: North Jersey Community Research Initiative
Artists: Sue Daly and Kerry Dennehy
Additional Arts Administrator: Barat Foundation
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Still I Rise
79 Broadway
Community Partner: La Casa de Don Pedro
Artists: Joel Bergner, James Wilson, and students at JFK School
Wall Owner: Yi Joon Tae

8

Song of the Passaic
Riverfront Park, 537 Raymond Boulevard
Community Partner: Ironbound Community Corporation
Artists: Lead Artist Kevin Blythe Sampson with James
Wilson, Cesar Melgar, and Daniel Brophy
Wall Owner: Seidler Chemical Company

cWOW

city without walls
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Process
Program Theme

THIS IS NEWARK! is the thematic frame for Newark
Murals. This simple exclamation calls for work (and a
work process) that treats specific significant people,
places, and events in the City of Newark that are
under-recognized, overlooked, and deserving of
celebration. By inscribing these aspects of our city
into its public landscapes, we will create a physical
environment that better expresses Newark’s fierce
pride, persistence, and fortitude.

complete an application explaining their interest in
producing public art in Newark in collaboration with
communities and young people and to submit past
work for consideration. Applications are then evaluated
by a jury composed of representatives from the City of
Newark, partnering organizations, community groups,
and art and education institutions. Selected leading
and supporting artists are then matched with walls and
Community Partners.

Works of art and design are encouraged to undertake
popular education, conveying not only general
sentiments (“Love the Earth” or “Stop the Violence”),
but specific, place-based content (“Newark’s River
Past, Present, and Future,” “Newark House Music,”
“Favorite buildings of the North Ward,” or “Flags of
Newark and Newarkers”). Ideally, each mural carries
some basic information about Newark and allows
neighbors to say “That’s what Newark is all about.”

Design Development

Call for Walls

For each round of mural production, Newark
Murals issues a Call for Walls, inviting businesses,
organizations, groups, and residents to submit walls
for consideration as mural sites. Submissions are
evaluated according to three main criteria:
+ Available & accessible walls (publicly, or privately
owned with owner’s consent), clear of obstructions, at
least 40 feet wide by 15 feet tall, and in good repair.
+ Highly visible to pedestrians and vehicles – walls of
citywide prominence regularly seen by many Newarkers
and visitors.
+ Strong nearby community groups (schools,
community based organizations, religious groups, etc)
that support the project in a variety of ways including
financially.
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THIS IS NEWARK VISUAL RESOURCES

SKETCH BY IBRAHIM AHMED III FOR "JUST A LITTLE RAIN"

ARTIST SELECTION JURY

DESIGN MEETING FOR GETCHA MIND RIGHT HOSTED BY FRIENDS OF
JESSE ALLEN PARK WITH ARTIST JAMES WILSON

Design development begins with conversations
among program staff, Community Partners, and artists,
addressing questions including:
+ What are unknown qualities of this neighborhood that
deserve wider recognition?
+ What stories embody the unique history and culture of
this area?

Based on this discussion, program staff prepare a site
dossier for the mural team including visual resources,
newspaper clippings, and other materials reflecting
stories connected to the mural site. Artists and young
people then develop three potential design directions in
consultation with program staff.
Each mural then is the subject of at least one public
community design meeting, publicized and hosted by
the Community Partner, where program staff, artists,
and mural team present mural concepts and designs to
elicit feedback and ideas.
After additional design development, final designs
are approved by Community Partner, Wall Owner, and
Newark Public Art Program.

Mural Production

Community Partners are often part of a submission in
response to the Call for Walls. If not, program staff will
attempt to identify a Community Partner as part of the
wall evaluation process, and a wall will not be chosen
without an identified and committed Community
Partner.

Murals are produced by painting directly onto a primed
wall, or painting onto parachute cloth which is then
adhered to a wall. Mural production typically takes 8-10
weeks, and is led by artists, supported by young people
and resident volunteers.

Call for Artists

The process is completed by a dedication ceremony
attended by the mural team, elected officials,
Community Partner, and more.

For each round of mural production, Newark Murals
11 issues a Call for Artists, inviting visual artists to

THIS IS
NEWARK

Dedication

NOTES FROM BRAINSTORMING

MURAL PRODUCTION & DEDICATION
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Budget

Looking forward
As Newark Murals moves into the future, the Newark
Planning Office has the following goals and aspirations
for the program’s growth and development.

Enhance Outcomes for Young People

Refine curriculum to focus on civic engagement and
project-based learning. The program should offer youth
the opportunity to build measurable skills and should
align with core curriculum standards. Involvement
in the program should not only be a one-time skillbuilding experience for youth but something that has
the potential for continuing benefits through various
types of relationships. A young person that participates
one year can act as a peer-teacher and mentor in
future years, or serve as a Newark Murals intern.
Opportunities for continuing contact with young people
will have enrichment opportunities both for students
and for the program.

Diversify Program Partners

Increase the number and types of community-based
partners for the program including forming new
partnerships withthe following types of organizations:
+ Public schools
+ Community Development Corporations
+ Small businesses
+ Charter and private schools
+ Corporations
+ Sports teams
+ Shelters & recovery programs
+ Colleges & universities
+ Jails & prisons
+ Hospitals

Reach New Neighborhoods

Newark Murals has touched 14 out of Newark's 20
neighborhoods. Looking forward, all neighborhoods
should have at least one mural.

Reach New Communities

Newark Murals has worked with many young people
and residents of all ages over the last five years. The
program also forged a special partnership with JFK
School to work with multiply-abled youth. Moving
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forward, the program should continue prioritizing
collaborations with these groups and expend
collaborations to:
+ Small business owners
+ Formerly incarcerated adults
+ Adjudicated youth
+ College & university students
+ Elderly
+ Physically and mentally ill youth and adults
+ Athletic teams
+ Youth in foster care

NEWARK MURALS 2009-2013 SOURCES & USES
2009

2010

2011-12

2013

2014-15

City of Newark Public Art Fund

$180,000

$170,000

$270,000

$20,800

$122,500

City of Newark Staff (In-Kind)

$27,750

$24,375

$48,750

$24,375

$58,000

NewarkWorks

$77,500

$0

$0

$0

$0

Increasing the amount and diversity of funds and
funders is critical to program sustainabily and evolution.

Community Partners

$0

$13,000

$26,000

$7000

$13,000

Foundations

$0

$15,000

$53,500

$5000

$8500

Engage More Artists & Designers

Schools

$0

$0

$0

$0

$6500

Corporate

$0

$5,000

$500

$2500

$9500

Other In-kind

$20,000

$15,000

$16,500

$1000

$15,000

TOTAL

$305,250

$242,375

$415,25o

$60,675

$226,500

City Percentage Contribution

93%

80%

77%

74%

43%

City of Newark Staff (In-Kind)

$27,750

$24,375

$48,750

$24,375

$58,000

Lead Arts Administrator Program Staff

$125,000

$114,500

$171,301

$10,600

$75,000

Artists & Subcontractors

$68,500

$48,500

$76,808

$8,600

$62,500

Materials & Scaffolding

$55,000

$42,500

$63,756

$17,000

$70,000

Overhead & Miscellaneous

$28,500

$24,500

$43,136

$600

$15,000

TOTAL

$304,750

$254,375

$405,251

$62,675

$284,000

Diversify Funding Sources

Recruitment of artists and designers should be
expanded to continue to bring highly qualified artists
and designers into our collaborations. Artist and
designer training should be provided on an ongoing
basis to enrich the skills and expertise of local artists.

Enrich Community-Based Design
Process

Invest in creating a more robust and iterative
community outreach and engagement process to
develop projects and their design, and better prepare
artists and designers for the collaborative design
process.

Improve Marketing

Invest in enhanced marketing to better tell the
program’s story, reach a wider range of stakeholders,
and increase the visibility of Newark Murals. Leverage
Newark's word-of-mouth networks by engaging more
Newark residents in design and production.

Improve Evaluation

Continue to conduct annual evaluations that address all
aspects of the program. Standardize evaluation forms
and balance qualitative measures with quantifiable
outcomes.

SOURCES

USES

The program needs additional partners and supporters in order to flourish.
The City of Newark has invested $905,800 and significant staff time in
public art over the last five years with other partners contributing $247,000,
a match ratio of 35%. Because of diminishing City public art funds, in the
coming years, a thriving and sustainable public art program will require a
greater non-City match.
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Newark Murals 2009–13
thisisnewark.wordpress.com
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